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Editorial. 

D:D.T. 

MANY advances in the prevention an4 cure of diseasyh~ve, beeIl made during the last 
few years through the discovery of the drugs whose names are now household words-Atebrin, 
Prontosil and Penicillin. Another remarkable, advance, which may have a far-reaching 

'effect in saving manpower by the prevention of disease, particularly in tropical climates, 
is about to be made by the employment in' various ways of a synthetic _chemical whose 
existence has 'been known for many years but whose enormous powers have only lately 

'been fully appreciated. This chemical is known as " D:D.T." . 
'D.D.T. stands for p.p-dichloro-diphenyl 1-2-3 trichloro-ethane and in its crude form is 

a white crystalline IlOwder. 
It was first discovered in 1874 but, like so many other useful discoveries, it was allowed 

to lie dormant until 1939 when the, Geigy1Company, of Switzerland, found that it was an 
excellent insecticide against moths and bedbugs. Later, as an experiment; it was tried 
against a prague of potato beetles and the results were markedly successful. ' 

Until 1942 'we depended for our insecticides mainly on pyrethrum, which was produced , 
almost entirely in East Africa and Japan, and on derris root, the sole producing country 
of whicl1 was the Dutch East Indies. With the entry of Japan into the war we lost almost 
our entire supply of derris and at least half of our supplies of pyrethrum., The' amount of 
pyrethrum produced in East Africa was barely enough to supply the fighting Services of the 
Allies and left no margin for, use for agricultural purposes and for the preservation ,of stored 
food. 

In 1942 the British Military Attache at Geneva called the attention of our Government 
to D.D.T. and research into the possibilities of this chemical as an insecticide was immediately 
begun. after intensive work it was very soon found that D:D.T., in the laboratory at any 
rate, seemed t9 be,the most efficient insecticide yet produced. 
, The AmeriCan and Dominion Governments were at once informed and, at the present 

time.,a..large body of scientists is engaged in testing this new chemical and inquiring into 
its potentialities for wider use. At present its possibilities seem almost unbounded. 

By 1943 we had satisfied ourselves in the laboratory that D.D.T. was all that it had been 
claimed to be but we still had to find out its ejects in the field. ' 
" Luckily or unluckily the' opportunity to (~st it was presented to us at the ynd of 1943 

in Naples. : , , f \ ' , 
Naples provided a most urgent problem; typhus fever had broken out in a city 'of some 

half a million souls with all its sanitation di~rupted,no civil sanitary service to deal with 
epide~ics, and a large Allied Army .closely associated with the inhabitants, who were 
desperately poor, despondent and many of them starving and living in overcrowded conditions' 
in air-raid shelters. The stage seemed set for a pandemic of typhus fever. ' 

As it was evident that typhus was' becoming a danger to both the Army and the civil 
popUlation, strong measures were immediately taken by the medical authorities 0n the 
spot. Speed in dealing with the louse-infested population was essential and it was decided 
to use anti-Iouse,powder on a large scale.-

The anti-louse powders avkilable were the earlier type A.L. 63 containing Rotenone 
(the active principle of derris and lonchocarpus) and ~.Y.L. (containing pyrethrins). It was 
only later that anti-louse powder containing D.D.T. became available. 

I These older powders had in effect already checked the epidemic before D'.D.T. was used, 
but tht! gr,eat advanta.ge of D.D.T. was the longer residual effect it possessed, killing off ' 
successive generations of lice as they hatched out. ' 
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The method ~mployed was to dust each inQ.ividualwith anti-louse powder, using an 
agricultural type of dusting gun, and in this way over a million people were treated. 

All troops in the viCinity we;e inocul~ted against typhus fever a~d, amongst .either factors 
which had an important bearing on the suppression of the ou'tbreak were :-(a) Systematic 
search for cases; (b) the power to compel the civil population to submit to dusting; (c) the 
ease of dusting, which enabled teams to visit outlying districts and towns and eve,n air-raid' 
'shelters where the process could be carried out quickl}'and efficaciously· on the spot. 

By the end of January, 1944, the epidemic was broken. 
During the last war anti-louse powder was a standard, issue to the British soldier but 

the ne~ method of application by large-scale dusting instead of individual application of 
the powder is "the novel feature, while the modern anti-IoRse powders are much more effective 

, than the old last-war N.C.I. . 
While the Naples outbreak proved the efficacy of D.D.T. against lice, laboratory and 

field experiments both in Great Britain and' the U.S.A. had extended our- knowledge of its 
action against other pests. . 

For example, against flies, both adults and larva:!, it was found that control was 
comparatively simple. . ' . 

However, its greatest use, and where it promises to revolutionize insect control, is against 
the mosquito'. . n 

Dne of the most important methods of using D.D.T. is as a residual spray in kerosene. 
Such a spray is applied to the walls of dwelling houses, teI).ts, etc., and, after the evapor~tion 
of the kerosene, the minute crystals of ·D.D.T. left on the surface remain lethal to insect 
life for as long as 100 days. . 

It is equally effective against adults and larVa:! and·as a spray D.n.T. can effect 100 per 
cent kill though its knockdown time is slow. Against the mosquito i( is probably best used 
as· a: spray, either by hand, by power compressor, or even by spraying from aeroplane, and 
in each case, after exercising its direct effect, it remains as a residual killer. 

Bed bugs have been eradicated by applications of S- per cent D.D.T. spray in k.erosene 
to beds and mattresses and the cracks and crevices of walls. A single thorough application 
with an ordintJ.ry hand-sprayer has given complete freedom for as long as nine, months. 
While liquid sprays are the best method of combating this pest, a certain amount of protection 
can be obtained from the D.D.T.lous~ powder. . 

Against cockroaches, D.D.T. has given good results and, as a wartime method of control, 
its use against the· mites responsible for scrub typhus promises well. 

There is reason to believe that the incidence of scabies is considerably lessened by the 
addition of a small quantity of D.n.T. to the various ointments and lotions employed. 

To the foregoing account of the development of n.D.T. as an adjunct to Military Hygiene 
in terms of manpower saving must be added the wide possibilities opened up by its pote!1tial 
use for agricultural purposes and in the destruc1:ion of insects preying on stored food; 

At present it is in short supply. All available production is being' allocated to the Services. 
When supplies improve, or when the war ends, civilians will share the benefit of this.powerful 
insecti<;ide and its uses will no doubt be widely extended . 

. Much has yet to be learned, and many more tests have to be carried out, before the 
,limitations of this insecticide have been revealed but, so far as we have gone at present, 
its limitations are riot even in sight. . 

Is it safe to get rid of all pests? If we upset Nature's balance will the .history of pest 
extermination be repeated? Only time can say. But to our Armies fighting in the Far 
East it would appear that we can promise greater freedom from disease .. and in particular 
malaria, than we have ever .been able to offer before. . 

• 
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